
ROCK JUICE WINES ~ April 2019 
At the very least, all RJ wines are farmed organically/biodynamically (certified or verified practicing), fermented only 

with native yeasts, and produced with no additives except a small amount of sulfur (50ppm or less).  
 
2016 Cerro La Barca Vegas Altas Ancestral $20 
Region: Vegas Atlas < Extremadura < Spain  
Grapes: Xarel-lo, Macabeu, Cabernet Sauvignon 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Certified organic farming with biodynamic practices; old vines on clay soils; ancestral method, 
disgorged by hand; no added SO2; 12.5%; 300 cases  
Winemaker: Juan Sojo & Ángel Luis González 
 
Juan Sojo and Ángel Luis González are like brothers from different mothers, having studied oenology together and 
now making wine together. One has a background in agriculture, the other in science. Both are passionate about 
organic farming, pioneering such practices in this remote region.  In fact, they’re still the only organic wine 
producers in all of Extremadura (the dramatically beautiful region bordering Portugal, in western Spain). The 
vineyard, located on the banks of the Guadiana River, has a huge amount of biodiversity, which the guys say makes 
human intervention almost unnecessary. The region is hot and dry, so they harvest at night to maintain freshness 
and low ABV.  This is their ancestral method bubbly (technically a pet’nat) of two local white grapes and some Cab, 
the red skins of which give the wine it’s gorgeous rose-gold hue.  Clean and expressive, it tastes like spring at the 
seashore, all bright and salty, sunny and zesty. 
 
2016 Vitor Claro Colmeal Dominó Tinto $20 
Region: Beira < Alentejo < Portugal 
Grapes: mostly Marufo, with some Rufete, Baga + Siria  
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Organic farming, granite soils; field blend, aged in stainless steel; bottled unfined/unfiltered 
with minimal added SO2; 11.5% 
Winemaker: Vitor Claro 
 
Vitor was an up-and-coming chef in Portugal when he got the wine bug from Dirk Niepoort (the guy who pretty 
much put Portuguese wine on the global map) and decided to try his hands at making the kind of wine he wanted to 
drink with the food he cooked at his restaurant.  By 2016, he had given up the restaurant to focus full time on wine.  
He tells a story of his early days, in a lab with another winemaker who was pushing all of the enology “products” 
(boxes of chemicals + additives) on him.  It hit him that nobody was talking about the grapes at all, and told the guy, 
“We will do a wine with none of that stuff. You’ll be amazed.”  He did, and we are.  This wine, his Tinto (young red), 
a field blend of local varietals, is refreshing, light and energetic, quite different than the typical reds of the Alentejo 
region, most of which are best described as “warm and generous”.  This one is lean yet textural, with intriguing 
saltiness, fragrant orange peel, crunchy red fruits and a tart grapefruit finish.  Sort of rustic and al dente up front, 
with a long, pretty finish, and so drinkable.  Almost too much. But at only 11.5% ABV, that’s ok – plus it works with 
food and without, and won’t wreck your palate – or your morning.  Serve slightly chilled, or not.  Fab either way. 
 
 

2016 Bodega Nivarius Tempranillo Blanco $18 
Region: Rioja Baja < Spain 
Grape: Tempranillo Blanco 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Organic farming; sandy soils of sedimentary origin, fermented in stainless steel; 13% ABV 
Winemaker: 
 
The Nivarious folks are unique in Rioja because theirs is the first and only winery there produces only white wine. 
Which is possible because of the unique terroir after which the winery was named -- “nivarius” is Latin for “ice box”. 
The vineyards are located on north-facing slopes at 800 meters (2600 ft) above sea-level, a site so cold that for 
centuries it has been used to store snow for use as ice in the summer. Because of that, the white grapes retain their 
acidity and take long enough to ripen to let the aromas develop fully. The harvest starts in the second half of 
September and lasts well into October -- way late for whites in Spain. The winery and vineyards are located near the 



town of Naldus in the Rioja Baja subzone (although in this case, “baja” (=low) does not apply!) Tempranillo is the 
most common red grape variety of Spain and the main grape for red Rioja, but Blanco is not white wine made from 
red grapes -- its a spontaneous color mutation of the original red grape that was discovered in 1988.  Nivarius is one 
of the few to produce a straight Tempranillo Blanco, which drinks like a refreshing cocktail of crisp green apples, 
minerals and white flowers on the rocks, literally – that decomposed sea shell/limestone character of the soil comes 
through loud and clear.   

 
2016 Alta Alella ‘Maller’ Brut Nature $28 
Region: Alella < Catalunya < Spain 
Grape: Macabeu 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Certified organic farming; sandy-granitic soils called Saulo; made in the ancestral method with 
a disgorgement; zero dosage and zero added SO2; 11% 
Winemaker: Laura Bret 
 
The Alta Alella estate sits inside of a protected nature park,18 km from Barcelona and just 2 km from the 
Mediterranean Sea.  In this tiny appellation of only 9 producers, the family-run Alta Alella has been farming 
organically, making “grand cru” site-specific Cava and also a range of natural wines (which owner Josep-Maria Pujol-
Busquets, prefers to call ‘radical wines’) for years, way before it was a thing. Their natty wines even have their own 
production facility separate from the main cellars, housed in recycled shipping containers from the Port of 
Barcelona, called Celler de les Aus (Cellar of the Birds), because each wine is named after one of the birds that 
haunt the richly biodiverse vineyards and the Serralada de Marina Natural Park surrounding them.  This is one of 
their ‘radical’ natural wines, a pet’nat of the traditional Cava grape, Macabeo, that is disgorged, and has no added 
So2 or dosage.  Elegant, briny and super citrusy, this wine is a pure expression of the grape itself and the coastal 
terroir, rather than the yeast and sugar added in traditional method.  We got the last 6 bottles of the vintage, so 
grab some quickly if you’re a bubbles fan – it’s a supremely delicious and unique hybrid of ancestral method pet’nat 
and Cava. 
 
2017 Aphros Vinhao Tinto $20 
Region: Vinho Verde < Portugal   
Grapes: Vinhão  
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Certified biodynamic farming; granite soils; grapes are destemmed and foot trodden in 
ancient granite tanks (lagarcs); bottled unfined/unfiltered with minimal So2; x cases 
Winemaker: Vasco Croft 
 
Vinho Verde is a wine region in the northwestern part of Portugal, with a lush, green landscape, cooler climate, and 
a granite soils that give the wines a distinctive freshness. But what do you think of when you think of Vinho 
Verde? Probably bright, spritzy, acidic white wines that fall into in the "cheap and cheerful" or "day drinking" 
categories.  Bravo, you're pretty much on the mark! The region is mostly known for its whites (86 percent of total 
sales). But have you heard of red vinho verde?  Nope?  Well, neither had we, which is why we were surprised to 
learn that, until the early 90s, red wine dominated production there. And that, culturally, red Vinho Verde is as 
essential to meals as water. And that, in just over 15 years, red wine has dropped to a mere 9 percent of Vinho 
Verde sold.  Because the red version, mostly made from the Vinhão varietal, can be a highly polarizing wine. It's a 
deep, inky, intense grape, often rustic and tannic, that almost coats the glass – and your tongue. Essentially, the 
typical red Vinho Verde wines just didn’t translate to the export market, and most estates dropped it to ride the 
“cheap and cheerful” white wave.  
 
But not the folks at the biodynamic Aphros estate, which has been in Vasco Croft’s family since the 17th century.  
They couldn’t abandon the vinhão, which was growing wild on the property when Vasco returned to the vineyard 
and restarted production in 2004. "This is what the workers and farmers of this region drink," he says. "They only 
drink white on special occasions." We’re with the workers and farmers, preferring to drink this refreshing red Vinho 
Verdo that sports a Beaujolais-like berry fruit with sour cherry, spice and an intense mineral backbone.  Super 
unique, delicious and affordable. Serve slightly chilled. 



 
2016 Bengoetxe Getariako Txakolina $23 
Region: Getariako Txakolina < Basque Country < Spain 
Grape: Hondarribi Zuri, Gros Manseng 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Certified Organic; Unfined/unfiltered.  Certified organic; clay soils; Classic and slow wild yeast 
fermentation takes place in small vats, located in their home garage, and then the wine is raised on the lees up to a 
year with no batonnage. SO2 is kept to a minimum, and because all CO2 is natural (not injected), the wine does not 
often show the spritzy character of other Txakolis. 1.700 cases   
Winemakers: Iñaki Exteberría 
 

NEW VINTAGE! Bengoetxe means “come home” in Basque, and this is what Iñaki and Rosa Maria Etxeberria did in 
2001 when they restored this historically significant property back to vine-growing. This estate was always the 
family’s dairy farm, but in 2001 they planted a 3.8 hectare vineyard and started making Txakolí (BTW, they’re the 
only winery outside of the town of Getaria to receive the Getariako Txakolina D.O. status, and one of only two 
certified organic - since 2007- producers in the Basque Country – both BFDs).  Iñaki and Rosa Maria’s story, and 
commitment to organic farming and hands-off winemaking is rare in the Basque Country, a region dominated by 
industrial production.  This wine is special - having spent several years in bottle by now, it’s peacocking with a lot 
more complexity than the typical young-drinking, slightly spritzy quaffers from the region. Structured and lively, with 
beaming acidity, fuzzy apricot skins, lush lemon and chamomile, and this cool savory-smoky-flinty thing on the finish. 
Forgot about any Txakolina you’ve had before – this was how the original Txakolis tasted before commercial yeast, 
chemicals and heavy filtration took hold of the region.    
 
 

2015 Uva de Vida ‘Latitude 40’ Graciano $22 
Region: Castilla La Mancha < Spain  
Grapes: Graciano  
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Certified biodynamic farming; high-elevation vineyards (1600 feet) on clay soils; fermented 
and aged in concrete before bottling without fining, filtering, or the addition of sulfites; 13% ABV; 330 cases 
Winemaker: Carmen López and Luis Ruiz 
 
The wife-and-husband team of Carmen López and Luis Ruiz keep things simple at their certified biodynamic estate 
in Castilla-La Mancha (on the 40 latitude line, hence the wine’s name), working only with the local Graciano grape in 
a few different cuveés.  Which is pretty cool, as Graciano has fallen out of fashion in Spain, but can be fantastic when 
done right.  Like this concrete-raised Tinto bottling, which is impossibly fresh, with roses, strawberries and tart cherry 
skin that play up the bright, floral side of Graciano, and a dusty, earthy, mineral backbone that grounds the wine and 
places it squarely among the brown hills and windmills of Don Quixote’s La Mancha.  
 
2017 Cellar Pardas Sumoll Rosé $22 
Region: Peñedes < Spain  
Grapes: Sumoll 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Organic farming, 60-year-old vines on limestone, loam, calcareous clay and sandy soils; aged 
four months in cement before bottling unfined/unfiltered with <20ppm added SO2; 12% ABV  
Winemaker: Ramon Parera 
 

As the demand for international-styled, full-bodied (jet fuel) reds has grown (thanks, Robert Parker), many of the 
native grape varieties in wine regions all over the world – but especially in Spain – have disappeared. This has been 
the fate of Sumoll - an underdog variety (and total pain in the ass in the vineyards) that produces light-bodied, low-
alcohol, subtle wines that are completely out of fashion with the Spanish wine marketing council and the 
international press.  But this is totally our jam, so we’re grateful that the two guys behind Celler Pardas, a 
winemaker/farmer team, are doing their part to preserve Sumoll (pronounced "su-moy") by making three different 
wines from the grape, including this rosé.  Don’t be put off by the bright pink color – the Sumoll grape is highly 
pigmented, so even the briefest skin contact in pressing produces brilliant pink juice.  But there is nothing sweet, 
sappy or big about this wine.  Bright and refreshing, with pomegranate, herbal, salty notes, this wine drinks more 



like a baby red.  Great with grilled veggies, Mediterranean spice – try with a spread of hummus, pita and all the 
fixings. 
 
2017 Fredi Torres Sota Els Àngels 'Flow' Blanco Empordà $20 
Region: Costa Brava < Spain 
Grapes: Carignan + a splash of Picapoll 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Biodynamic farming; Hand Harvested. Carignan pressed same day as harvest. Fermentation 
via native yeasts in stainless steel tank at low temperature. 6 months in stainless steel tank on fine lees. Bottled 
unfiltered with no added SO2 
Winemaker: Fredi Torres 
 

NEW VINTAGE! The Gavarres, a mountain range in Spain’s Costa Brava region 30km from the sea, is where Maria 
Polanco and Guy Jones founded Sota els Àngels. They’re way up there on the north face of the mountain, 
surrounded by a cork forest, with their biodynamically-farmed 3.25 hectares of vineyards.  Fredi Torres, an 
accomplished winemaker in Priorat, makes the wine for Maria and Guy for this Flow line of super natural, zero 
additive wine. This one is technically a red with the juice pressed off immediately to avoid skin contact and color, so 
you get a really interesting texture and a soft kiss of tannin. Deliciously fresh and energetic, with bright acidity and a 
salty finish - I want this with a pile of marcona almonds and some croquetas! 
 
2017 Quinta da Serradinha Rosé $23 
Region: Encosta D'Aire < Portugal    
Grapes: Castelão 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Certified organic farming; Limestone/calcareous soils.  Destemmed into an open press, 
pressed directly into a 150-year old, 1000 L Amphora, where it spends 9 months on lees; bottled unfined/unfiltered 
with 30 ppm SO2; 10.8% ABV 
Winemaker: António Marques da Cruz 
 

NEW VINTAGE! Historic Quinta da Serradinha is a tiny, family-owned winery on the limestone slopes of the Serra 
d´Aire, about 20 km from the Atlantic coast. This is a rare Portuguese cool climate region (due to ocean proximity), 
producing wines with refreshing minerality and low alcohol. Antonio took over his family’s farm and led the 
conversion to organic certification in 1994, making him the poster child for a new generation of winemaking in 
Portugal.  He is one of the first in the Encosta D’Aire region to go organic, promote indigenous varietals and low 
intervention practices - which created a lot of controversy with neighbors and in Portugal, where organic/natural isn’t 
really a thing yet.  Reductive at first (hence the oniony smell), this pretty coral-colored wine opens up quickly to 
reveal candied watermelon, grapefruit and bright, tart fruit (think green strawberries).  It’s cloudy, and textural, which 
keeps rosé fatigue at bay, and clocks in at barely 11% alcohol – so basically, you can drink this baby all day, with 
practically anything on the table. 

2017 Bodegas Ponce 'La Xara’ $19 
Region: Manchuela < Castilla La Mancha < Spain    
Grapes: Garnacha (Grenache) 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Certified biodynamic farming; clayey-calcareous soils; whole cluster fermentation in open-top 
4,00kg capacity wood tanks then aged10 months in large-format, used French oak; bottled unfined/unfiltered with 
zero-added So2; 13% ABV 
Winemaker: Juan Antonio Ponce 
 
In the hot, dry region of Manchuela, inland from Valancia, Juan Antonio Ponce is known as the Prince of 
Bobal.  Prince because he is young and forward-thinking - now 37, he has been a certified oenologist since age 17, 
and has championed biodynamic farming and natural winemaking from the start.  Bobal because he has focused on 
and invested in the humble Bobal grape, a rustic, high-yielding varietal that gets no love, historically having played 
little more than a supporting role in bulk wines. He learned under Telmo Rodríguez, one of Spain's greatest 
winemakers, then started his own winery in 2005 in the unsexy DO of Manchuela.  La Xara is his Garnacha 



(Grenache) bottling, a super interesting take on this classic Spanish grape.  Textural, bright, slightly sour red fruits 
melt into savory black olive, spice and Mediterranean herb, with a whisper of smoke and spice on the finish.   
 
2017 Humus Castelão & Touriga Nacional $23 
Region: Lisbon < Portugal 
Grapes: Touriga Nacional + Castelão 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Organic farming, certified by Sativa PT since 2007; co-ferment, 5 day maceration then rests in 
enox tanks; zero additions, not even SO2; unfined/unfiltered; 12.5% ABV; 208 cases  
Winemaker: Rodrigo Filipe 
 

Quinta do Paço is Rodrigo’s small family farm, about one hour north of Lisbon and 20km from the Atlantic, a cool 
microclimate where you get cooling sea breezes and high humidity (good for maintaining acid in grapes). Rodrigo’s 
father planted the first parcels of vines in the 90’s but it wasn’t until the early 2000’s that Rodrigo took on the role as 
winemaker (winegrower actually), after working as an engineer. He has no formal oenology training, having learned 
by reading his father’s old wine books, attending various courses and workshops, and by following his gut, always 
focused on the quality of the grapes and the health of the soil.  For a Portuguese red, this is pretty light and fresh, 
almost glou glou with a slight chill, but with a serious backbone of structure and minerality that keeps it from being a 
one-dimensional chillable red.  Rodrigo crushes it again! 
 
2017 Quinta Boavista Rufia ‘Orange’ $23 
Region: Dão < Portugal 
Grapes: Jampal 50% + Malvasia Roxa, Encruzado, Cerceal Branco, Malvasia Fina, Bical, Arinto, Siria  
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: certified organic farming; granite soil; 7 days maceration on skins in an open tank, then 
racked to old barrels, where wine spends 9 months on the lees and goes through natural ML; bottled 
unfined/unfiltered with 22ppm SO2; 11.9% ABV; 113 cases 
Winemaker: João Tavares de Pina 
 

NEW VINTAGE! João is a passionate non-interventionist winemaker – making him somewhat of a freak in the highly 
industrial, large co-op driven Dão region of Portugal. He believes that to be truly organic means to do as little as 
possible in the vineyard and winery. He hasn’t done anything but cut the grass in the past 2 years, relying on 
wildflowers like chamomile and lavender to defend the vines against fungi and disease, and harnessing the sun and 
the wind to produce all of the energy the estate needs. (Apparently being completely off the grid is a no-brainer 
when you're in the middle of Portugal, as the grid is pretty shitty). In the cellar he also does essentially nothing - no 
new wood, no fining, filtering, not even temperature control. João isn’t following a natural wine trend. This is how 
he and his father have always done it.  So, it’s natural that he kind of hates the appellation - to him they represent 
everything that is wrong with the wines of the area: too formulaic, too quantity-focused. As he puts it, his family has 
been making wine here for 200+ years, the appellation has only existed for 80. This is an orange wine (white juice 
left on the skins long enough to take on some color and texture) made mostly from Jampal, a near-extinct 
Portuguese variety, and a field blend of other native white grapes.   Not too tannic or weird at all, it’s structured, 
but totally approachable and delicious – pleasantly rustic yet bright and fresh, with sweet-tart fruit notes of 
persimmon, tamarind, quince, and pear.  
  
2016 Sicus Terrers Mediterranis Cartoixà $32 
Region: Baix Penedès < Catalunya < Spain 
Grape: Cartoixà (Xarel-lo) 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Certified organic/practicing biodynamic farming; 70-80 year-old vines on calcareous soil 6km 
from the sea; grapes were hand-harvested in early September, cold-macerated whole-cluster for 5 days in steel tank 
without pigeage, then the juice is drained into amphora for primary fermentation, and transferred back into tank for 
aging over winter; minimal So2 at vinification only; unfined; 10.5% ABV; 1000 BOTTLES  
Winemaker: Eduard Pié Palomar 
 
Eduard Pié Palomar is a trained oenologist, viticulturist and sommelier whose winemaking techniques are pretty 
radical -- but he doesn’t like radical wines, ones that taste like experiments.  So, you won’t find any oxidation, funk, 



murk or other general weirdness in his wines – he’s adamant about that.  Despite the fact that he works 
exclusively with anfora and ferments his wines IN THE VINEYARD ITSELF, in terra cotta vessels. Some amphorae are 
sunk in the ground between vineyard rows, where they spend the winter sealed, under rain, snow and grazing 
sheep. Because he wants the grapes to ferment only with wild yeasts from the vineyard, not those in the winery.  
This way, he says, "the wines breathe in the same soils in which they were grown, with the same vibrations."  Now in 
the 11th vintage of his own label, Eduard is well-known in the natty wine circles of Spain, where most of his 1,250-
case (6-packs not 12) production (total over 8 different wines!) is sold in the chic restaurants of Barcelona, with very 
little finding its way to the US.   Lucky for us, we snagged a few 6-packs of his Sicus, old-vine Xarel-lo from a single 
vineyard named “El Mas”.  It gets a gorgeous texture from a few days of skin contact, yet feels weightless and pure, 
like a crystal-clear mountain stream. And tastes like rocks after a spring rain, mixed with lemon Jolly Rancher-infused 
water and an exhilarating piney freshness.  Probably our most favorite Spanish white wine to date. 
 
2017 Curi Una Noche y Un Dia $23 
Region: Alicante < Spain 
Grapes: Giró  (the local clone of Garnacha) 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Organic farming, 15-60 year-old vines on calcareous soil; grapes are partially de-stemmed and 
foot trodden in open vats, then fermented on the skins until fermentation is complete, then racked to tank without 
pressing where it rests 6 months on fine lees; bottled unfined with a minimal addition of SO2; 45 cases; 13% ABV 
Winemaker: Violeta Gutiérrez de la Vega + Alberto Redrado 
 
Curii Uvas y Vinos is the name of the personal project of a couple that is sort of wine royalty in the Alicante region: 
Violeta Gutiérrez de la Vega (from a famous wine family) and her partner Alberto Redrado (Spain’s equivalent of a 
master sommelier, who also holds a master’s degree in viticulture + enology).  Their goal is to rescue and restore old 
parcels of native grapes and make small lots of wines with minimal intervention.  Here in Xaló (Jalón), about 5 miles 
from the Mediterranean Sea, the couple works just 3 hectares, making the true Mediterranean wines that they 
actually want to drink -- fresh, with lifted aromatics and drinkability – unlike the bigger stuff more common in the 
region. This is a fresh and vibrant Tinto (young wine), true to its Mediterranean roots, that smells like scrub brush and 
anise, with tart blue and black fruit, chalk and more of that anise (red licorice!) in the mouth. Serve chilled, with 
paella or anything tomato-based. 
 
2016 Quinta do Ameal Loureiro 'Solo Unico’ $30 
Region: Lima Valley < Vinho Verde < Portugal 
Grapes: Loureiro 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Organic farming; granite soils; no temperature control, ML is not blocked, all stainless steel; 
unfined/unfiltered; 10ppm SO2 added; 11% ABV; 166 cases 
Winemaker: Pedro Araujo 
 
Quinta do Ameal is technically in Vinho Verde, but Pedro isn’t making the typical spritzy ‘cheap and cheerful’ white 
wines of the region. These are classic wines, made entirely from Loureiro, great in their youth, but also with the legs 
to age.  This ‘Solo Único’ bottling gets special treatment – as in, really none at all – no oak, no temperature control 
and no blocking of malolactic fermentation (which always happens with Vinho Verde whites, to keep them spritzy 
and linear). The result is a game-changing wine – pure and crystalline, structured and tense, full of that classic salty, 
mineral quality, citrus and ripe pear and a long, penetrating finish.  Amazing with sushi. 

 


